PayFlex Micro Payment

Innova’s PayFlex Micro Payment System allows
operators to offer time saving payment solutions and
helps them remain one step ahead of the competition.

As micro payments become ever more widespread throughout
the world, Innova’s experience makes it one of the most
useful partners that a telecom operator could hope for.

www.payflexinnova.com
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Bankless solution for micro finance
Mobile phone operators and internet service providers are constantly aiming to gain a competitive
advantage by offering added valued services and improving their customers’ experience.
Micropayment systems are an increasingly popular method to serve this aim. The PayFlex Micro
Payment System, a solution fully owned by Innova, enables telephone and internet subscribers to
make small payments via mobile devices.
Because the solution is based on the pre and postpaid accounts that subscribers already hold
with their operators, there is no need for any integration with banking systems. This makes it
independent and flexible to the customers’ needs, giving operators the opportunity to offer a high
value added product with low operating costs.

Shape your own PayFlex solution
The PayFlex Platform offers a flexible solution which can be matched to the requirements of
operators. Subscribers can gain access to the system via mobile device applications, SMS, Web-WAP,
USSD, IVR or call centres and all these options can be shaped by Innova to suit the operators’ needs
and demands. System administrators can define daily and monthly limits for each subscriber, allowing
micropayment services to be limited as required.

No need for Credit Cards and POS devices
The PayFlex Micro Payment System increases the quality of operators’ services by establishing
a single channel for millions of subscribers that does not need to be linked to a banking system.
Postpaid customers have their transactions added to their bills and prepaid customers have them
deducted from their remaining credit immediately. At the end of the payment period all transactions
are automatically transferred to merchant accounts from those of the phone and internet operators.
Investment costs are kept low since the process does not require the use of credit cards or point of
sale devices.
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Flexible solution: Subscribers can make payments

via mobile device applications, SMS, Web-WAP, USSD,
IVR or call centres.

No banks: As the transactions do not use bank accounts,
credit cards or POS devices the solution is independent of
banks and thus keeps investment costs low.

A competitive advantage with
Innova solutions: The PayFlex Micro Payment

System is another successful Innova project offering
added value to the telecoms sector.

Micro Payments

Innova has always oﬀered breakthrough technologies to the telecommunications
and finance sectors with its original and bespoke solutions. The PayFlex Micro
Payment System solution once again provides evidence of the company’s vast
experience in the market.
A simple to manage micro finance solution
PayFlex offers subscribers a straightforward solution as an alternative to making traditional bank payments. Operators
retain ultimate control as they are empowered with a simple management system that allows them to define transaction
types, time periods and limits. In addition, this simple and direct payment method increases security and decreases the
risk of fraud, particularly on online platforms.
Monitoring and reporting: The transactions in the system are constantly monitored by an alarm mechanism which sends
an automatic warning to predefined contact points when they reach a certain limit. Furthermore reports can be obtained
on key performance values, such as system performance, transaction trends or unusual transactions at any time.
A payment channel without cost: The PayFlex Micro Payment System does not use payment systems such as point of
sale or credit cards, relying instead on SMS, Web-WAP interfaces or common payment page channels. This helps reduce
purchasing and operation costs significantly.
Banks edged out: The system does not require a bank account or a credit card and thus removes the role of banks from
payments. This not only reduces costs but also offers a more flexible payment solution.
Security: No customer information is required to make payments since the transactions are handled directly from the
subscriber channel, which in turn eliminates security anxieties for the end user. Personal identification numbers can also
be added when requested.

Innova IT Solutions, a company with over 12 years of experience in the finance industry, is proud to present its PayFlex
Platform, which brings PayFlex Collection, PayFlex Loyalty, PayFlex Payment and PayFlex Mobile Solutions under the same
roof. Thank to PayFlex’s modular structure a variety of solutions responding to different needs can be offered using the same
infrastructure. The PayFlex platform has already proved its success in 11 countries with 75 different business clients. Over
270 million subscribers use the service to make 4.1 billion trancastions worth some 62 billion dolars every year.
www.payflexinnova.com
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